Nuclear Age Art

The renowned archaeologist Marou’een Ottmun had made her hitherto
greatest discovery in one of the smaller Nuclear Age settlements in the
Outer Euralia Area. Within the field of archeology this term designated
the part of Euralia which was thought to have been variously known
throughout the Late Agrarian, Pre-Nuclear and Nuclear Ages as Britain, England, the British Isles, and the United Kingdom. The last term
was especially problematic and the cause of much scholarly debate, as
neither Ottmun nor any of her esteemed colleagues had been able to
determine which kingdom was being referred to, or which geographical area it might have covered. Professor Gerondain Jarman held the
most radical opinion that this kingdom was the very one referred to in
some, admittedly doubtful and extremely deteriorated sources, as ‘the
Empire on which the sun never sets’, and was said to have covered as
much as a third of the entire globe, though this theory was of course
hotly disputed.
Whereas the discussions regarding the United Kingdom pertained to
the Pre-Nuclear Age, the great discovery of Marou’een Ottmun was
verifiably of the Nuclear Age, and was thus especially exciting, as this
had previously been held to be a period of decline in the Outer Euralia
Area. The find, unearthed in an abode of apparently middling size, quite
surpassed any previously known Nuclear Age art. So exemplary were
the pieces that Ottmun, immediately after announcing her find, reverentially turned the works over to Dr Wenzeslaz Roubyn, the acclaimed
historian of artistic productions and artyfacts at the University of Southern Canassota.
Dr Roubyn determined, after several months of intensive study, that the
artworks could only have been made by a highly skilled artist-craftsman, though in relation to some of the pieces he voiced the caveat that

they may have been examples of the artist-craftsman’s early production, made before he had attained his mature style. In an article in a
peer reviewed periodical he praised the artist’s great virtuosity in giving
form to such complex subject matter: within the constraints of abstraction, minimalisation, and hyper-aestheticisation, which were so dominant in the Nuclear Age, he had managed to hierarchialise the quotidian into recognisable and meaningful patterns reminiscent of actuality,
yet simultaneously raising the images beyond the everyday into not so
much idealisation as a unique blend of the ornamentalising and the indexical. Roubyn gave this stylistic trait the name Idyllic Factualism, and
contended that he would not be surprised to see more of this revolutionary style crop up in further excavations, as it seemed to him to capture
the very essence of the Nuclear Age, and to quite persuasively fill the
obvious gap in the historical knowledge of Euralia of that era.
Extrapolating from the fact that the pieces had been found in a dwelling
inhabited by people of average status, Roubyn and Ottmun then proposed in a keenly anticipated co-authored conference paper two alternative theories: 1. That in the Nuclear Age even families of middling status had the requisite wealth to purchase artworks of a high quality, thus
further undermining the idea that the time was one of economic decline
in that area; or 2. That highly skilled artist-craftsmen could come even
from homes of a middling status, and that class divisions and social mobility in Nuclear Age Outer Euralia were thus not as had been previously
supposed. The conference closed, the following day, with a round table
discussion at which the world’s leading archaeologists and historians of
artyfacts discussed, and indeed at times out-and-out argued about, the
relative merits of the two theories Roubyn and Ottmun posited.
Reproductions of the pieces had of course at the time of the find been
made available to the press and presented to an astounded public:
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